
Space Chums Bio 
 
It was a combination of love, serendipity and the explosion of a grapejuice supernova that 
launched The Space Chums into the universe... A cosmic coming-together of 3 talented artists 
from astronomically different disciplines with a common passion for performing and making 
music for kids that is just as rocking as the best music for grown-ups... 
 
The Space Chums are: Lost Disco-Cosmonaut Boris Nikolai (alter ego: Ian Goodtimes). Space 
Ninja Linda (alter ego: Lindsay Goodtimes) and Galacto-Fashionista Gussy (alter ego: Kate 
Keenan) 
 
In another dimension, Kate, Lindsay and Ian met while working with a company touring live 
theatrical productions of animated TV properties - where they wrote, choreographed, managed 
and performed in shows that traveled across Canada, the U.S. Europe and the Middle East. It 
was a lot of well-paying fun, but the three friends (well more than friends in one case - Ian and 
Lindsay are now Mr. and Mrs. Goodtimes) were eager to strike out on their own and let their 
unique - and decidedly weirder - voices be heard. 
 
Their years of experience performing for kids taught them that young audiences do not need 
their art dumbed down. On the contrary, art for kids should be just as high-calibre as its adult 
counterpart. And there’s a case to be made that it should be moreso. After all, kids are so much 
more in touch with their imaginations than the average grown-up, if they wanted to meet kids 
where they’re at and take them somewhere new, grown-ups would have their work cut out for 
them. Luckily these “grown-ups” had lots of experience to draw from... 
 
Ian is a musician and composer who played with Sean Cullen for many years and fronted a 
popular rock band for over a decade. He’s played in almost every venue in town and is currently 
the Bandleader and mastermind behind The Mercenaries - the electifyling rhythm & blues 
review band that plays the Dakota Tavern every Sunday night. 
 
Lindsay Goodtimes is a professional dancer, choreographer and circus performer who studied 
at Toronto Dance Theatre and Thai Fire School in Southeast Asia. Co-founder of Femme de 
Feu she has also performed with Toronto’s Circus Orange, HoneyKats Dance Company and 
Anandam DanceTheatre. And let’s not forget she’s also fronted an all-girl punk band… Lindsay 
most recently performed in “Tweet Tweet”, a dance/circus piece which she co-created for the 
Wee Festival. 
 
Ian and Lindsay are now the married couple dynamo behind “The Goodtimes”, the legendary 
Toronto electro-vaudeville act who bring us “The Goodtimes Christmas Show” each year. 
 
Kate is a classically trained actor who was a therapeutic clown at Sick Kids Hospital and 
co-founded the critically-acclaimed Shrimp Magnet Theatre Company with whom she wrote, 
directed and performed musical comedies for kids of all ages on Centre Island from 1999-2009. 



Their shows went on to be hits of the Toronto and Winnipeg Fringe Festivals. She has directed 
and performed in many TYA productions around town, including most recently directing her 
show “The Really Real Adventures of Scott Free & Will Do” at Solar Stage. Kate  is also a 
freelance children’s television writer with Meridian Artists. 
 
The Space Chums’ collective mission is to create music for kids that is every bit as sophisticated 
and innovative as the best adult music out there. And the same goes for their live show. They 
pour the best of their combined expertise into all aspects of the band to create a totally unique 
and extraordinary experience for families. 
 
 
 
 
 


